Spin-filtering and tunneling magnetoresistance effects in 6,6,12-graphyne-based molecular magnetic tunnel junctions.
In the present study, by cutting 6,6,12-graphyne along vertical and horizontal directions, two kinds of 6,6,12-graphyne nanodots (6,6,12-GYNDs) with different sizes are obtained. Using these 6,6,12-GYNDs, we theoretically designed two kinds of 6,6,12-graphyne-based molecular magnetic tunnel junctions (MMTJs) and investigated their spin-dependent transport properties. Depending on the orientation of the 6,6,12-GYNDs and the connection of the 6,6,12-GYNDs to electrodes, our results show that the two MMTJs have novel transport behaviors. Two different net spin currents can be obtained by tuning the spin configurations and the maximal order of magnitudes of tunneling magnetoresistance values of the two MMTJs reaches 106%. The high spin-filtering ratio and large tunneling magnetoresistance value provide high sensitivity for practical applications. Therefore, the spin-filtering and tunneling magnetoresistance effects enable 6,6,12-graphyne-based MMTJs to be used as spintronic devices.